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1 LISTEN AND WRITE.  / 10 points

m  erk  t

rh  n 

m  nk  y

fl   m  ng 

f  x

t  g  r

p  nd 

z  br 

sw  n

w  lf 

2 LISTEN AND WRITE.  / 10 points

is catching is catching •• are jumping  are jumping •• are they doing  are they doing •• 

is running is running •• are feeding are feeding

Look at the animals. What  

 ? A stork  

  a frog. 

Gazelles    

on grass. Squirrels  

  in trees 

and a cheetah  

  fast.   

3 READ AND WRITE.  / 7 points

is / are

1. A stork    standing on one leg.

2. A hedgehog    hiding under the 

leaves.

3. Snakes    sleeping.

4. Parrots    fl ying.

5. A squirrel    feeding on nuts.

6. Boys    building a bunker.

7. A meerkat    looking at the boys.

TEST ATEST A Name:  |   / 50 points



2

4 READ AND WRITE.  / 8 points

1. fourth

2. fi fty-second

3. eleventh

4. forty-fi rst

5. twenty-third

6. fi fth

7. third

8. thirty-sixth

9. twelfth

5 READ AND WRITE.  / 5 points

Oliver, look at the animals, what are they doing?

It’s funny, monkeys are eating pizza 

and zebras are swimming.

Yes, and can you see kangaroos? They are 

feeding on bamboo and pandas are feeding 

on cakes. It’s a mess. 

It’s horrible, buffalos are diving.

T =   / F =  

1. Monkeys are eating pasta.

2. Zebras are swimming.

3. Kangaroos are feeding on bamboo.

4. Buff alos are running.

5. Pandas are feeding on bamboo.

6 READ AND WRITE.  / 10 points

build build •• jump  jump •• fly  fly •• walk  walk •• feed feed

What are people doing? 

Leo and Ezra are running. Lily is   . Mrs Bong  

  the dog. Buddy    singing. Mr Bong  

  Buddy. Eddie and Theo  

a bunker. A hedgehog   hiding in the bunker and a stork is   .

Leo + EzraLeo + Ezra

LilyLily

Mrs BongMrs Bong
Mr BongMr Bong

BuddyBuddy

Eddie and Eddie and 
TheoTheo

44thth



1

1 LISTEN AND WRITE.  / 10 points

2 LISTEN AND WRITE.  / 10 points

jump jump •• feed  feed •• run  run •• do  do •• catch catch

Look at the animals. What 

 ? A stork 

  a frog. 

Gazelles  

on grass. Squirrels 

  in trees 

and a cheetah 

  fast. 

3 READ AND WRITE.  / 7 points

is / are

1. A stork   standing on one leg.

2. A hedgehog   hiding under the 

leaves.

3. Snakes   sleeping.

4. Parrots   fl ying.

5. A squirrel   feeding on nuts.

6. Boys   building a bunker.

7. A meerkat   looking at the boys.

TEST BTEST B Name:  |   / 55 points



2

4 READ AND WRITE.  / 9 points

1. fourth

2. fi fty-second

3. eleventh

4. forty-fi rst

5. twenty-third

6. fi fth

7. third

8. thirty-sixth

9. twelfth

10. sixteenth

5 READ AND WRITE.  / 5 points

Oliver, look at the animals, what are they doing?

It’s funny, monkeys are eating pizza 

and zebras are swimming.

Yes, and can you see kangaroos? They are 

feeding on bamboo and pandas are feeding 

on cakes. It’s a mess. 

It’s horrible, buffalos are diving.

T =   / F =  

1. Monkeys are eating pasta.

2. Zebras are swimming.

3. Kangaroos are feeding on bamboo.

4. Buff alos are running.

5. Pandas are feeding on bamboo.

6 READ AND WRITE.  / 14 points

build build •• jump  jump •• run  run •• hide  hide •• fly  fly •• walk  walk •• feed  feed •• sing sing

What are people doing? 

Leo and Ezra   . Lily is   . 

Leo + EzraLeo + Ezra

LilyLily

Mrs BongMrs Bong
Mr BongMr Bong

Eddie and Eddie and 
TheoTheo

44thth

are runningare running

BuddyBuddy




